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ABSTRACT

The violation of the CP symmetry is a phenomenon, the origin of which is not yet well established
.nul deserves a particular attention since it may be a fundamental property of Nature with very
important consequences for the evolution of the universe. VVe propose in these lectures to have
an overview of this phenomenon as we understand it so far. To this end, and after introducing the
discrete space-time symmetries, we discuss the observation of the violation of the CP symmetry in the
neutral kaon decays. We then derive the general formalism for any neutral system made of a particle
and its antiparticle and discuss how CP violation is introduced. We show how this phenomenon is
generated in the Standard Model of the electroweak interactions and what are the predictions that
can be made. In particular we shall concentrate on the expected effects in the decays of mesons
involving the 6 quark. We review the various possibilities for observing these effects, calculate their
magnitudes and show how the consistency of the theory can be tested. Finally, we outline the
experimental prospects for studying CP non conservation at an asymmetric B Factory to either
verify the Standard Model mechanism or provide evidence for new physics.

1 Introduction

The elaboration of the theories in Physics is greatly simplified by requiring the conservation of various
symmetry laws. The ones that are most commonly known, are the conservation of energy, momentum
and spin. They are particulary simple to understand because they involve invariance principles of
the physical laws under continuous transformations of the space-time referencial (by translation in
time, space or by rotation respectively). There exists an other category of conservation laws tightly
connected to the dynamic of the interactions. The most familiar examples are the conservation of
the (electric, baryonic, leptonic) charges and the conservation of the strong isospin. These laws are
also involving continuous transformations, however they act on abstract spaces such as phases or
isospin.

Finally, some laws which are also associated to the dynamic of the interactions, involve discrete
transformations such as charge conjugation, parity and time reversal. In these lectures, we will focus
on those symmetries and we shall study them in the framework of the weak interactions.



1.1 C, P and T transformations.

Let us first briefly recall what these transformations are. The reader will find more details in the
references [I].

1.1.1 Charge Conjugation. C.

The action of charge conjugation on a particle described by the wave function \f(p, S)) where p
and i'are its momentum and spin respectively, is to change the particle into its antiparticle without
modifying p and s. Here, the antiparticle is defined by changing the sign of all the charges associated
to the particle (electric, baryonic, leptonic...),

\ \ ) (Ml

where rjc is a phase factor.

1.1.2 The Parity. P.

The transformation P changes the space vector r*into —r. Therefore, p = m ^ becomes —p while

the orbital m o m e n t u m L = Fx p remains unchanged. By analogy, the cinetic m o m e n t u m i* is not

modified. Thus

P \f(frS)) = lp\f i-p.*)) (1-2)

where rjp is a phase factor often known as the intrinsic parity. Let us note that it is sometime
convenient to use the helicity A = J§T • s instead of the spin and therefore A becomes —A.

1.1.3 The Time reversal, T.

Under this transformation, t is replaced by —/ and therefore jTand if are modified into —p and — s"
while the helicity is unaffected. Time reversal is defined as

TI/<£*)) = Jfr\f(-p, -S)}' (1.3)

where ifr is a phase factor depending on the spin. Not only p~and .Tare modified under the trans-
formation T but the wave function is also replaced by it complex conjugate. This is due to the fact
that w(f.t) = e i r ( ' 3 V - £ " satisfy the Schrodinger equation

with E = 4^ while w(r,-t) does not. The same solution is obtained by using w(r.-t)' which
describes the same particle moving in the opposite direction. As a consequence, we can deduce
that T is antiunitary since (T-p\Tw) = (ii'|y?) contrary to a unitary operator which would give
( C I E ' ) ( )



1.2 Conservation of the discrete symmetries.

1.2.1 The symmetry CPT.

I'sini* very general hypothesis based on locality and causality, it can be demonstrated [1] thai fii'M
theories are conserved when the product C.P.T is applied. Important consequences are derived from
this global symmetry.

- The mass and the lifetime of a particule and its antiparticule are equal. So far no violation of
this general symmetry has been observed from the measurements of the mass difference for particles
and antiparticles.

\mp — mp\ < I eV

\mK - mn\ < 2 I0"9 eV (I ."))

\mB -mÈ\ < 5 10"4 tV

1.2.2 Conservation of charge conjugation.

The conservation of C in the strong interactions is very difficult to test because one has to study
systems in which the initial particles can be replaced by their antiparticles. Since this is technically
not very easy to achieve, most of the tests are made by comparing the angular distributions of
the charged pions in the final state (by example in the reaction p + p — TT+7T~TT"...). From the
observation d^

a = ^ , one can deduce that the symmetry C is conserved at the percent level.

It is easier to verify the conservation of C in the electromagnetic interactions. A good test
involves for example the disintegration of the meson r) into n+n~ir°. This decay into /i+/i~ is purely
electromagnetic through the exchange of a virtual photon and is forbidden if C is conserved. This
final state is not observed and therefore an upper limit on the violation of C in the electromagnetic
interaction can be set at 5 lO~b level.

1.2.3 Parity Conservation.

A very precise test of Parity conservation is carried out by studing the reaction

p+F10 - .Ve20' - O1 6+ a
(1.6)

I+ O+ O+

This reaction is forbidden if P is conserved. No such transition is observed leading to an upper limit
of the order of 10"12 on the violation of Parity in the strong interactions.



1.2.4 Conservation of time reversal.

The simplest way to test this symmetry is to compare the process a + b — c + d to its time reversed
otlt> c + <{ — u + b. As an example, we can quote the comparison of the reactions

p + Al27-Mg24 +a and a + .Ug-" — Al27 + p ( 1 .7 )

!"sing these reactions, an upper limit of the order of 4 10~3 is obtained on the amplitude violating
T is the strong interactions [2].

The reader may find a more complete list of tests concerning the symmetries C and P in [."J].

1.3 Violation of C and P symmetries in the weak interactions.

We have seen that charge conjugation and Parity are conserved in the strong and electromagnetic
interactions within the experimental errors. However, one has to acknowledge that the world in
which we live is made of matter, and therefore C had to be violated at some time scale. This fact
is important enough to motivate the search of an interaction that does not conserve this symmetry.
Weak interactions are playing a very particular role in this respect as we shall see in the following.

1.3.1 The disintegration of the meson T*.

Let us consider the decay of the /T+ and w~ mesons into a charged lepton and a neutrino. Since
ttip lifetime of the pion is very long (-* "2.6 10~ss), one deduces that weak interaction is responsible
for this decay. This is even more obvious if one notes that a neutrino, which is only produced
through weak interactions is present. Since the IT meson is a spin 0 boson and its decay products
are spin 1/2 particles, we have, in principle, two possibilities as shown in the figure I.I. The modes

-O. X_-0)

P. \ - -t)

Figure I.I: The two theoretical possibilities for the TT* meson decay into a muon and a neutrino.

in the second line are obtained by applying the Parity operation to the modes shown in the first
line. Similarly, we can get the modes in the second column from the ones in the first column by
using charge conjugation. Experiments show that only the first reaction in line 1 and the second
one in line 2 exist in Nature (the helicity of the muon is measured through the angular distribution



of the electron produced in its decay). VVe therefore conclude that both charge conjugation and
Parity are not conserved in the weak interactions. Indeed, the C and P symmetries are violated in
a maximal way, however when C and P are applied consecutively, the CP transformation seems ro
be conserved. Ft should be noted that the violation of Parity in the weak interactions has not been
discovered using pion decays, but by studying the 3 disintegration of the Co"'1 nucleus [I].

1.3.2 S t rangeness .

In the early fifties, "strange" phenomena were observed with the discovery of two new resonances, the
baryon A'J and the A'° meson. Both their lifetimes and the conditions in winch they were produced,
seemed somewhat peculiar.

• Both particles have very long lifetimes. For example the lifetime of A° is of the order of
1J.l> 10~u ' i which is 10M times larger than the one of the A baryon.

• A'J's are produced in association with the A'0 resonance.

T-p - \° K° + X (1.8)

In order to explain these observations, Gell-man proposed to assign a new "charge" to these new
resonances and he called it Strangeness. He assumed that this new quantum number was conserved
in the strong and electromagnetic interactions. Since A0 and A'° are produced simultaneously and
since C is conserved in the strong and electromagnetic interactions, they ought to have opposite
strangeness. A further consequence due to this new quantum number is that K0 and A'" have to be
two distinct objects contrary to the neutral pion.

A°(S = -1 ) , C|A°) = V(S ' = + 1 )

K"(S = +l) . C\K") H TT-(S =-I)

Furthermore, since the lifetimes of these resonances are long, their disintegration is due to the weak
interactions and therefore this interaction does not conserve the strangeness. The whole picture was
then consistent. But even more interesting, Gell-man and Païs [ô] predicted that K" and A'0 have
to be mixed (that is to say, A^_can oscillate into K" and vice versa). The argumentation is the
following. Since both A"° and A'° have a common final state 7T+T", nothing prevents the process .

/ \ " — ^+TT- — 77°, (1.10)

K" -K" mixing

Gell-man and Païs made the hypothesis that A'0 and TS° are not the physical states (the mass
eigenstates) but that these latter are superpositions of A"0 and ~K°.

]K) H n
It 'S easy to verify that |A'i) and |A'2) are indeed CP eigenstates using the convention CP\I\") =

CPlK1)= +IK1) and C P I K 2 ) = -|A"2) (1.12)



We have previously said incorrectly that A'" and K° decay into T + T". Instead, one should have
said that the physical states A'i and A\> decay into T+ T~. However, since the T+T~ system is a
CP eigenstate (CP | T + X " ) = ( - I ) 2 ' | x + x" ) = + |îr+T")) with the CP parity +1, we conclude that
only /\'i — T + T ~ is allowed if CP is conserved in the weak interactions. The decay Ki — T T T "
hemg forbidden, only more complicated final states (such as the 3 body decay T + T " T U ) can occur.
As these final states are strongly suppressed due to the limited phase space (MK "^. ")00 AAfVi ihe
lifetime of K2 should be much longer than the one of K\. Indeed, this is what is observed and tins
is why K1 and K2 are commonly called Ks (Short) and KL (Long).

TK, ~

1.4 CP non conservation.

It is very fortunate that the lifetimes of A"? and KL are so different. The main consequence is that
even though one starts with a pure A.'" beam, only the KL component will remain if one 'waits'
long enough (( ~S> •£-_) Since Ks and KL are solutions of the Schrodinger equation, the time
evolving wave functions are

\K°s(t)) = . - l " " ' + r - / - " ! / \ \ ; ) . \Kl(t)) = e-""»i+ri./3i«|A- t) (1.14)

where irtq. Ts and mt, Tt are the mass and the width of Ks and KL respectively One run
therefore write :

- ( i m 5 + r s / 2 ) ( If.- \ i p-\imL+rL/2\t i f - \

IAT-(O) = ' ' K L - t i (1.13)

T h u s , t h e p r o b a b i l i t y of t h e t r a n s i t i o n K" — / i s :

\(f\T\h-"(t))\- = \ e - r 2 ^rC

( I . I B )

-±y~) \(f\T\Ks){f\T\KLy\

where Am = IT\L - ms and Ay> = -PL — -fis- The phases of the strong interactions in the final states
are denoted by ̂ s and -fL :

{f\T\Ks) = e"* \(f\T\Ks)\ . (f\T\KL) = e">- \(f\T\KL)\ (MT)

From Eq. 1.16, one concludes that for ( 3> ^ . only the transition (/|T|A't) can be observed. For
the intermediate times, one may also observe the oscillating term if both the transitions Ks — /
and KL — / are allowed. It is easy to verify that for an initial A"°, a similar formula is obtained
with the exception of the interference term which will have the opposite sign. Since it is possible to
obtain a pure KL beam, it is "easy" to verify whether CP is conserved by searching for the forbidden
KL — ÏÏ-+T" transition. In 1964. this transition was observed [6], establishing that CP is violated
very slightly (— 2 10"3) in the K" decays. Thus, the equivalence between the CP eigenstates and
the mass eigenstates for the K'-K" system has to be reconsidered. Since this deviation is very small,
one writes

iKg) = I * ) + * * I*,) U<) = | * , ) + f , | * , ) ( [ 1 8 )

where ?K IS a complex number. During the following years, several experiments measured this
parameter more precisely and its present value is \;K\ = (2.268 ± 0.023) x 10"3

6



1.5 The CP violation measurements

Tsinc Ens. 1.18 and 1.11. one writes Ks and KL in terms of K° and A.'1'.

K,iLl) = ' [(
s/2(l + \-K\-) L

K , i L l ) = ' [ ( I + S K ) \ K ' J ) + ' ( I - , - K ) I ^ ) I (I ill)
/ 2 ( l \ K \ - ) L J

)(

Therefore the ratio of the decay amplitudes for KSID — T!r i-s

A(KL - T T ) _ ( 1 + ,-K)(TT]R-') - ( 1 - - K ) ( T T | g )

' ' ~ -U/Vi" — TT) ( 1 + Î K ) ( T T | / ^ ) + ( 1 - , - A - ) ( T T | / V ^ )

At fhis stage, »U>Û possibilities hr.vo '.o be considered.

1.5.1 (jj\Ka) = {JTT\K*)

This is equivalent to say that no CP violation occurs in the direct decay K'' — Ti. It is then straight
forward to deduce from Eq. 1.20 that

\'l\ = lfffl (12U

iitid therefore the measurements of \n
+~\ - (2.268±0.023) x 10~3 and \n""\ = [2.1Ih1A±0.021) x U)"J

would directly give the value of £•#. In such circumstances, we would conclude that the observation
of CP violation is solely due to the K" — K0 mixing, i.e

A" 0 -TT^ jÉ T v ^ - A ' 0 (1.22)

The origin of CP violation in the K0 system might then come from a new interaction with A 5 = 2.
This hypothesis is called the "Superweak" model [7].

1.5.2

This is possible if there are two amplidudes contributing to the direct decay A'" — TT as it is
expected from the different isospin states .4(A'0 — TTT, / = 0) and .A(A'0 — TT. / = 2). Indeed, if
one assumes that the interaction responsible of the kaon decays (i.e. weak interactions) violates the
CP symmetry and if (as we shall see later) the K°-K° mixing is only due to a process involving the
weak interactions, it would be natural to observe a difference between the transition A'0 — A'" and
A'J - K".

In order to see how the direct A"0 decays might reveal CP violation, let us write the different
isospin amplitudes :

.4(A"0 — TTT. / = 0) = .40 = aoe'*°e'00 — .4 (7P> - TTTT. I = Q) = Tn = a , , . ? ' ^ 1 ^

.4(A"1 — TTTT, I = 2) = .42 = u s e ' * ^ ' ' 3 — .4 (K" — TTT. / = 2) = A2" = a-2e>*~'<-'~

(I.L>:5)
where <ï> and <& are the weak phases and 6 and à are the final state strong phases. Should CP In-
violated in the weak interactions, one would get <I> = -<& and similarly <j = -d if CP is violated in
the strong interactions.



Let us consider the particular final state ;r+x~.

A(K" ~x+*-) = y ^ ^

where the numerical factors are Clebsch-Oordan coefficients. Assuming that CP is only violâte<l in
the weak interactions (<& = -<t>). one gets

This equation can hi; simplified thanks to the following conditions :

• Only |';+~ I is measured. Therefore one ran define an arbitrary global phase since it does not
modify rhe measure parameter. We choose <ï>o = O.

• The isospin 2 amplitude is suppressed (A/ = 1/2 rule). Thus ao < an (a2 ~ ao/20).

One finally obtains : 4 = e — s i n * o (1.2(5)
y2 QQ

where | ; ' h | is the observable that exhibits direct CP violation. A similar calculation for A " —
T0T0 gives

n00 = ZK - 2 4 (1.27)

and therefore by measuring the double ratio for the charged and neutial modes, it is possible to
extract

1 - ^r
Re- = - 2 ^ - (1.28)

; 0

Infortunately, the present experimental measurements do not allow to establish direct CP violation.

--' (2.3 ±0.7) x lu"3 [8]
^ - = l ' (1.29)
£K (0.74 ±0.59) x 10"3 [9]

and therefore as long as one does not observe a clear difference between the amplitude ratios

A[Kt-*•*>)
' A(K5 -TT+TV') ?

it will not be possible to attribute the origin of CP violation to the "Superweak" model or to the
weak interactions using kaons. We shall see in the Chapter 3 how to test these two models using a
different system. The reader can get more details for the kaon system in the references [10].

1.6 Other methods for measuring CP violation in the A'0 system

It is possible to measure the parameter eK using different final states or techniques than the ones
discussed previously.



1.6.1 Semileptonic A.'0 decays

[fere the technique is to compare the rate of positively charged leptons to the rate of negatively
charged ones in the semileptonic decays of K[_. The measured parameter is

YIKL fv/ + T 1 V{1<L Cut + X )

' ~ Ï ( K t'+ + ir-)ir(Ke-u + T+)

',[ From Eq t. l9, one reads

Using the A.S = AQ rule which implies that (t~utir+\K°) = ((+i/tir~\K°) = 0. one obtains Re=A-
from the measurement of b

I + I=AT
The present world average for this a s y m m e t r y is 6 = (3.27 ± 0 . 1 2 ) x 10~'3 [3]. From this value and
tha t of UK\, one can deduce tha t the phase of SK IS about 7r/4,

1.6.2 Time dependent asymmetry

Finally, it is interesting to discuss a method involving 'Jie measurement, of a time dependent asym-
metry using K0 and A.'0 mesons. The time dependent asymmetry which has to be measured is

_ R a t e ( Â > ( 0 T T ) R a t e ( A ( 0 7 r ; r )

~ Rate (K'(t) — ff+T-) + Rate(A'°(t) — IT+TT")

The individual time dependent rates can be easily obtained from Eq. 1.16 by introducing CP
violation.

Ra te ( K ' ' [t) - V+*-) = \ ( l ' - 2 R e ^ - ) {e~r" \(n+x~ | K s ) \ 2 + ^ " | ( ^ T " | K L ) \ 2

' '+' 2e~(£ ; iT£ i) 'cos ( A m / - A ( P + - ) J(Tr+Tr" |A'S) (TT+TT" \KL)'\

(1.33)
The time dependent asymmetry then reads

This asymmetry has been measured by the CP LEAR experiment [11] and is shown in figure 1.2

2 The B°-B° system

Since the discovery of the K" meson in the fifties, similar neutral particle systems were observed;
the D" and B" mesons. Like the kaons. which havi? their own associated quantum number S. the
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D mesons carry a new quantum number C (for Charm) and the B°'s have their own one. called
Beauty or Bottom (B). So far, we do believe that these mesons are made of fundamental particles,
thf quarks. With five of these quarks {u. d. s, c, 6) we are able to explain the entire spectrum of
observed resonances. In practical all the quantum numbers are carried by the quarks For example
the K" meson is made of the s quark with strangeness -1 and the d antiquark. We have summarized
in table II.1. these quarks with their quantum properties. In order to have a consistent theoretical
picture, a sixth quark is expected, carrying the quantum number T (for Top). All these quantum
numbers I". D S. C, B and T are commonly caHed the flavors of the quarks. It is natural within
this scheme to find other systems such as the l\°-K" one. It is therefore justified to wonder whether
the D"-D" system (made of the c and u quarks) or the B"-W system (made of the b and d quarks)
have a similar behaviour. To be more precise, is (,'P violation a general property of the theory or i*
it simply an_accident proper to the kaons? In the following we shall describe the general formalism
for any Xa-X° system and we shall see how CP violating effect could be generateii. We shall ilu-ii
discuss the possible consequences of this phenomenon in the most general framework.

2.1 The B0- B° mixing formalism.

To be practical, we shall describe the formalism using the 8° and W mesons. However, it is obvious
iliar it can be transposed to any other system made of a_djstinct neutral particle and antiparticlr
We have s U w n in the previous chapter that, the K" and TF are not the physical st Ue. Therefor-,
let us consider the arbitrary state.

v = a\B")+b\W) ( H 1 I



Quarks

d

U

S

(.'

6

Spin

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

Electric
charge

-1/3

2/3

-1/3

2/3

-1/3

Strangeness

s
O

O

- 1

O

O

Charm
C

O

O

O

1

O

Beauty
B

O

O

O

O

- 1

Strong
isospin

-1/2

1/2

0

(1

0

Weak

isospin

/f
-1 /2

1/2

- 1 / 2

1/2

- 1 / 2

Table II.1: The list of the "discovered" quarks with the associated quantum numbers.

This state has to satisfy the Schrodinger equation

H 1Jt

where we have used h = 1 and

••C)
• / r u r 1 2

v

2 I p p
\ 1 2 1 1 2 2 ,

(112)

(113)

• -V/ is the mass matrix. It is due to processes involving intermediate virtual states (the so-called
dispersive part)

= mB S1J + T1 (II.4)

where c is an intermediate virtual state and T denotes the transition matrix that connects
two states with different values for the quantum number B.

M =
• .V/u and M22 are due to the mass of the constituant and to their binding energy.

• .VZ12 and M21 generate the transitions B" — B0 and B0 — B" involving virtual processes.

t

B0

Ll



i F is the disintegrat ion matrix, U is due to processes that involves intermediate real s ta tes ( the

so-called absorbt ive part)

= 1 ) (U 5)( / |T'A B

where Cj is a phase space factor" and / is a real state.

Fn and F2:? are due to B0 —• f and B0 —> / decays.
Fis and Fji generate the transitions B" — / —>W and W^f-B" where / is a real
state common to both S" and B0.

B° B°

One can easily verify that even though H ^ H^, «V/ = A-/* and F = F*.

Let us now examine the consequences of the conservation of C P T for A/ and T. VVe shall use the

i.-onvention CP\B°) = \B°). However, one has to keep in mind t h a t this is arbitrary and that the

states |fl°) and \B°) are only defined to the extend of a relative phase.

= ncp

where i)cp is the phase factor coming from the transformation CP\f) — T\CP \f)

• For I/) = \B°) , one has

with .VZ11. AZn2. F n and F2T real.

For | / ) = |B' J) . one derives

= (B°|W|B°)
A/ii = .V/22

f l l = F-22

AZ21 = \rl3

I 21 - 1 12

(U.6)

(11.7)

12



The reader can verify that when the conservation of the CP symmetry is required, one obtains:

.V/l2 = ,VZ21 and r12 = Pat with A/13 and Pi2 real. (II.9)

2.2 The physical states.

In order to obta in the mass eigenstates, the matr ix H has to be diagonalized. The eigenstatos | /3S)

and I fit) are
p\B°) + q\B°) u\B") + v\B0)

|J3s> = , , ' J- , \BL) = , 2 ' „ - (!MO)

where p.q, u and v are complex coefficients. VVe have used the notations Bs and Bt by analogy to
the kaons. The equations for the eigenvalues As and At are

p Hn + q Hu = p As
P #21 + <i #22 = 1 As

u Hn + v Hi2 — 11 At
u H?\ + y //22 = « At

Imposing CPT invariance (Hn = H22 and H21 = H^2), one has

2

I

V
U

P-

q 2

1

P

H

H

A 1 -

H

12

-A 5

12

U

V

, P
<1

P

1

\j
A

M 1 2 ô"

MÎ2 ~ '-^

H'

With £ = - ^ , one gets

The eigenstates \Bs) and |5 t ) have well defined masses and widths

Ms =

ML =

and thus

Mn

rn-

M11

Fa

Ms

- R e

f2Im

+ Rei

— 21m

^/(M12

h>
^ M 1 2

2Re^/

~ 2

i
~ 2

~ 2

fiVA

T12)

T12)

T 1 2 ) I

r.,)

2~5

(^r2

(Mr2

(^r2

r.,)

2

~ 2

~ 2

~ 2

(«,-

n.)

n.)

H2)

1 1 2 I

- T s = -41m J ( M12 - - T1 2J f Mf2 - - V12

(11 .11 )

(11-12)

(11.13)

(11.14)

( I I . Lo
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Let us see now what happens when C P conservation is required (i.e. A/12 and Y\-> are real).

Using £ = - £ = 1, one gets

\Bs) =
CP eigenstates (11.1(3)

Thus the ideal mixing is obtained. The parameter z which quantifies the B°-B° oscillation is

2 -U l 2

( ) - . Y )

where we have neglected FIT as we shall justify it later in the framework of the Standard Model [12j.
This quantity is measured by ARGl'S and CLEO [13] (x = .67± .09). Knowing the total width of
B" mesons, by example from the lifetime measurement (rg =; (1.40 ±0.04) x lO"12s) [14], we get
Am ~ 3.1 lO-4 eV.

If the CP symmetry is not conserved, one would observe a deviation from the ideal mixing.
Denning the complex parameter • = J^J1 the physical states read

lBs) ~ ^TTW) ' m ' TÏÏfTW) (

or equivalently:
_ \B+)+s\B.) _ IB-)

|s*> - y i + i.p • {BL) ~

The parameter 5 is :

ReM 1 2 - i R e r 1 2 - J(Mi3-$ r l 2 ) (.VZf2 - ^ V\2)

i Im M\2 + ^ Im Ti2

It should be noticed that, since the parameter \SK\ in the K° system is found to be small. Eq. 11.19
simplifies

(ImM1I + i ImFp iImA/f> + k ImFi-)

-K ~ 2Re M12 - i Re F13 " Am - | AF '

This simplification cannot be done for the B" system as \EB\ is not necessarily small.

At this stage, an important remark has to be made. The parameter ^ = | ^ is not an observ-
able. Indeed, since \B°) and |fl°) are only defined to a relative phase, it is possible to change our

convention by using CP \B°) = eia \W) instead of CP \B°) = + \W). This is equivalent of using

t'a \B°) for the B0 wave function. One find thatp/q = J(B°\T(i±B = 1)\B°) / {7F\T(\B = 2)\B°)
is not invariant since ^ becomes e'a£ and therefore only its modulus could be measured.
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2.3 Time evolution of B° mesons.

Let us now examine what happens to B" mesons once they are created. Starting with the time
evolution equations of the physical states,

Bs(t) = e - " m s + r s / j " |Ss(O)) . SL(() = e-[>mL+rLh-"\BL(0)) (11.21)

one obtains the time dependence for B" and B0 from Eqs. 11.17 and 11.21 .

\B°(t)) = ' ^ ) ' ) \B")

„21* "\W)

Here, the following notations have been used:

T + Ti ms + mLrI = , m = , AT = Ti — is et Am — mi -, m =

It is now straight forward to compute the probability of the transition B°(t) — / .

+ ( ch-—t — cos Amt

AF
+ ( sh——t — i sin Ami

i AV
+ I sh— t + i sin Amt

„-21*«

(11.22)

(11.23)

(11.24)

For B°d mesons, the Standard Model predicts AT -C Am, (as we shall see later). Therefore Eq. 11.24
simplifies.

sin"
Am

I

sin Am* e"2i*M (f\T\B°) (f\T\W)"
(11.25)

sin Amt e2i*M (f\T\B0)' (/ |T|S°)

When the initial meson is a B°, its time evolution is obtained in a similar way.
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. ,Am
sin — KZIT-(S"

sin Ami e"21*" (f\T\W)"
(11.26)

sin Ami e2'*" (/|T|B0)' {f\T\W)

For a final state / = CP\f) . equations identical to 11.25 and 11.26 are found and therefore the

comparison of the transition probabilities \(f]T\B°U))\- and )(f\T\W(t))\2 or |(/|T|S^(0)|'" and

O)I2 may exibit CP violating effects.

2.4 The différent effects revealing CP non conservation.

These effects have three possible origins and might be observed by studying two generic classes of
final states.

a) Flavor specific final states.

Any final state / which enables to determine unambiguiously the nature (B0 or S") of its mother
meson is called flavor specific. The simplest examples are the semileptonic final states.

B0 - tvx = f

B0 J- tu X = f

W —

B" -h t~î> X = f
(H.27)

The charge of the lepton allows one to deduce the flavor of the S" meson. Assuming that the flavor
of the B" meson is known at t = 0, there exists two possibilities.

i) The final state / can only be produced by the flavor of the initial B0. This is equivalent
of having B°(t) = fl°(0). With this requirement, one obtains:

Vr(B°(t)~f) = \(f\T\B°(t))\2 = e"ri cos2 ^ f t \(f\T\B")\
(11.28)

Vr(B°(t)-f) = \(f\T\W(t))\2 = e - n C0S2^

)^f) £ Vr(W(t)-f), then |(/|T|S°)|2 •£ \(f\T\W)\2. Should this be observed,
one would have demonstrated that the interaction responsible of the disintegration of the B meson
is at the origin of CP violation independently of the B°-W mixing. This is called DIRECT CP
VIOLATION. Note that charged mesons could be used as well.
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ii) The final state cannot be produced by the flavor of the initial B0. It is equivalent of
imposing the B°- B0 mixing.

2 2

Pr
Am

r(W(I)- f) = e-r'S\n-^

(11.2!))

\(f\T\B°)\-

[f one is sure that \(f\T\~B°)\ = \(f\T\B")\, for example because no direct CP violating effect was

observed for the final state that is used, then one may search for the asymmetry:

Pr(B°(t)-f)-Vr(B°(t)^f)
S ~ Pr (W(t) - f) + Pr (B"(t) - f)

This asymmetry is solely due to the B°-B° mixing. That is to say

B0 _ TF =É W — B0

E
«

E

Ï
P

i
- ~ 4 Re - [UMQ)

(11.31)

b) Non flavor specific final state.

All final states reachable by both B" and B" belong to this class.

B" — f , TF — f

TF — f , B0 — /

This condition is fulfilled by any final state which is a CP eigenstate,

CP\fcp) =ricp\fcp)

(11.32)

(11.33)

where tjcp is the CP parity of the final state (TJCP = ±1) • Should there exist a CP violating phase
in the decav, one would have:

(fcp\T\B°) - (11.34)

where <!>£> is the phase coming from the disintegration process. By using the prediction of the

Standard Model ~ 1, one has:

Pr(B°(t)-fCP) = e - r t { l -

Pr ÇÈF(t) - fcp) = e" r i {l +

Furthermore, since the equality

sin 2 ( * « + * D ) s i n \mt) x | ( / C P | 7 | 3 ° ) | 2

sin
(11.35)

sin Am*} x | ( / C P | T | 0 ° ) | 2

generally holds, the time dependent asymmetry As(t) reads

. Vr(W(I)- fcp) -Pr (B0It) - fCP)

Vr(B°[t)- fCP) +Vr(B°(t) - fCP) ''

(11.36)

sin 2 ($.v/ + $D) sin Ami (II. 37;
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After time integration, one obtains:

t-f~ Pr(B°(t)-fCP)Jt

with <£ = $.\f + «Êp and i = ^fP-. For Bj(6 if), x ~ 07 and thus

As ~ 0.47 ncp sin2*. (U.i'J)

2.5 Conclusion

In summary, there exists three possibilities for measuring CP violation.

1. From the decay of B mesons.
B - f £ B - / ([[.4O)

This measurement is:

• Time independent
i - l

• Does not require t!ie B"-B0 mixing (B" and B* may be used).

Example:

2. From the B°-~B° mixing.
B" — B0 £ B0 ~ B" (UA2)

This measurement is:

• Time dependent, however it is possible to do a time integrated measurement.
• Requiring the B"-B0 mixing.

Example:
B0W — f+(++ x £ B0TF-rr+x (ii,i;3)

3. From the interplay between the decay and the mixing.

IS/1 i>ci r~»£3

This measurement is:

• Time dependent. It is possible in some cases to make a time integrated measurement.
• requiring the B"-W mixing.

Example:
B0 — f Ks £ W-H' Ks (11.41)
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3 CP violation in the Standard Model.

VVe have seen in the previous chapter how CP violation may be observed. We shall now study how
this phenomenon is generated [15] in the Standard Model [12] and estimate the magnitude of tin?
expected effects [1(5]. However, before discussing these issues, it is worthwhile to underline the im-
portance of CP violation in cosmology. Here, CP violation, as well as baryon number violation and
C violation in an expanding universe (with deviations from thermal equilibrium), is an essential in-
gredient to generate the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) [17]. For a while, it was thought
that the BAU could only be generated at the scale of the Grand Unification [18] (~ 1015"lr5 GVV).
In 1985 it was realized [19] that the electroweak phase transition could have dramatic consequences
on any baryon asymmetry generated at higher temperature, and could even be at the origin of the
observed number of baryon to photon ratio (nj/n-, ~ 10"1* - 10~10) through anomalous electroweak
baryon-number violation [20]. Clearly such a possibility makes the study of the "Standard" sce-
nario producing CP non-conservation at the electroweak scale [15], and for which we havp definite
predictions, extremely exciting. However, as today, it seems very difficult to produce large enough
BAU in the minimal SU(2) x f.'(l) Standard Model with one scalar Higgs doublet ['2I]. Verifying
the description of CP violation by the SM is therefore of prime importance.

3.1 The CKM matrix (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa)

Non conservation of the CP symmetry has been introduced in the SM in 1973 [15] by requiring three
massless families of quark doublets before the spontaneous SU(2) x i'{ 1) symmetry breaking by the
Higgs mechanism [22], At chat time and contrary to our present knowledge where three families of
fermions [3] are identified, there was "evidence" for only two. The three generations of fermions are:

The only particle still missing in this picture is the t quark for which there exists an experimental
lower bound of 108 GeV/c2 [23]. Furthermore an upper limit of about 200 GeV/c2 is derived from
the measured mass ratio between the Z and W bosons. This ratio is sensitive to the t quark mass
through higher order corrections [24].

After the phase transition at the electroweak scale, the remaining neutral Higgs particle allows one
to generate the mass of each fermion through its Yukawa type coupling. The interaction Lagrangian
is

m u'R + ~dL m d'R + /i.e.) ( l + — J . (Ill 2)

Here <b0 stands for the scalar Higgs field and v is its value in the new vacuum. The quark fields »', R
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mid d'L X are the 3-component vectors in flavour space for the up- and down-type quarks respectively.

1L R-
I=F

•2
75 >

/

/

\

u'
J
C

t'

\

I

' d'^

b'

and m. m are 3 x 3 mass matrices of arbitrary complex numbers, the elements of which are In11 =
—7-V'ij and J7II; = —75^'ij where Y11 and Y11 are the Yukawa coupling constants with i = u.c or /
and j = d.s or 6. Since m and m are not diagonal, one_needs to define the physical fermion HPKIS
»t fi = VL,RU-1L,R and dL,R = VL Rd'LR where VL,R and VL.R are unitary matrices. Writing Eq. III.2
in terms of these new fields diagonalizes the mass matrices with mg = VLmVf1 and rho = V^mV^.
The coupling of the physical quarks to the neutral Z preserves the observed absence of flavour-
changing neutral currents (FCNC), while their coupling to the charged W* introduces the mixing
between families. The charged-current couplings are:

where V = \'L\'1 is an unitary 3 x 3 matrix called the quark-mixing or Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix [15.25]•

V =

L vt4 vts

V,,

! •14 J

We have briefly sketched how the CKM matrix is generated to outline its interconnection with
the generation of the mass of the fermions. Unfortunately at present, there exists no obvious way to
deduce the values of the elements of V from this mechanism and we are left (in the three generation
case) vvith ten arbitrary parameters accounting for the mass and the mixing of the quarks. Attempts
to connect these parameters to the quark masses have been proposed in the framework of particular
models [26]. It is therefore very important to measure the matrix elements V11 in order to probe the
predicted relations and obtain some hints on the nature of the quark-mass matrices m and m. Let
us see how the CKM matrix can be constructed and what are its properties.

a) The unitarity condition.

This matrix has to be unitary and therefore it is possible to construct it from the product of rotation
matrices. In practical, V can be obtained using three complex rotation matrices.
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COSÔ

2.5 (023,

12

O
COS023

COS#12

O "

( H I H )

COS013

O
—sin(?i3 e"1

Thus V = 1Zt1[O1J, 6SJ)x 'Rki[Qki, hi) * 'JImn[OmnJmn) with i ± j , k £ f. and m £ n. Tln>

most general expression of V can be derived from n(n - l) /2 mixing angles and [n - l)(n - '2)/2
phases where n is the number of fermion families; several equivalent representations can be fourni
in the literature. With more than two families, the elements v( V can be complex numbers which
allow the possibility for generating CP violation through the inierference of two diagrams involving
different matrix elements. So far, with three families, the three mixing angles and the single phase
are fundamental pacametets of the theory. Obviously, should there be experimental evidence for
more t'ermion families, the same procedure could be extended using more "elementary" rotation
matrices. For example with four families, one would have used 6 such matrices.

Since there exists many different parametrizations, let us discuss how many of them could bo
derived with 3 families from the above rules.

• As already seen, only one phase should be used.

• Furthermore, k? •£• ij and kE ̂  mn since 7lt« x

With these two constraints, one gets 36 possibilities. The parametrization generally used [3] is

V = ft23(023, O)X^ 1 3 (O 1 3 , -6) x 72ia(0i2, 0) (III.7)

V" =

C12
„-•* -,

C12 C'23 —

C23C23C13.

(IIl.S)

Where C11 = cosdij and S1; = sin^j. An approximated parametrization proposed by Wolfenstein [27]
is also often used.

V =

with A = sin0ia, A =

>4
L AA3( 1 -p-ir)) - A A 2

s"ffi* , p = 5TT^1 cos<5 and rj =

> - iq)

AA2 + 0 [X4) (IUM)

^ 1 sine. The angle Ou is the Cabibbo angle
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(A = 0.2205± 0.0018). The numerical values of the matrix elements are [3].

/ 0.9753 ±0.0006 0.2205 ± 0.0018 0.003 to 0.U07

0.2205 ±0.0018 0.9743 ±0.0009 0.043 ± 0.005 | (III 10)

\ 0.003 to 0.0019 0.03 to 0.06 0.9990 ±0.006

In order to get further informations on n e matrix elements, one can use the unitarity of this matrix.

vv* = i => V1, v;; + vnkv]k + valv]t = o (in.ID

Three independent equat ions can be extracted from Eq. III. 11:

vUdV;d + \'u.v;, + vuive\ = o

vtjv;d + vt,v;, + V16 v,; = o (in. 12)

v,dv;;d + vIt v;, + V14Vj6 = 0

These equations can be represented by three triangles in the complex plane (p. rj) [28] defined with the
VVolfenstein parametrization. One ran verify with the numerical values that the two first equations
in III. 12 are describing two almost Hat triangles and therefore little informations can be extracted
from them. The third equation is more interesting since its corresponding triangle (shown in figure
III.I) has three sides of the same order. This formula is simplified by only keeping the matrix
elements which are different from ~ 1.

V,d + A • V15 + V'b ~ 0 (III. 13)

As will be seen later, it is precisely the angles of this triangle (often called the unitarity triangle)
which govern the CP violating effects in the B meson system.

b) The invariants of the CKM matrix.

Since one could use 36 different parametrizations for VcKM- o n e rnay ask what are the quantities
that are invariant?

They are of two types :

• The magnitudes of the coupling between the quarks, \Vt] |.

• The imaginary part of Aoj jfc where

Im(A0JJt) = Im(VCjV^VJtVJj) with a ^ j a n d J / * (III 1-4)

The first type of invariant is obvious, therefore let us examine the second one. The subscripts a. .•). j
and k occur always twice in Eq. 111.14. (once with V and once with V ) . As a consequence, each
times that one changes the phase of ;• quark field and absorbes it in V. one has to do the same thing
with V The net result is that nothing is changed. One can in fact generalize this type of invariant
to Im(A11JJt11In ) = Im( V,ijV tVjm VJn Vn t V^. . . ) as long as the rule noted above holds.
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B(O1I)

, 0**0'

Figure HI.I: The unitarity triangle. We have also shown in this figure some S decay modes which
allow one to measure the sides and the angles.

An important property of Im(Aa(j;ifc) has to be underlined. The absolute value of this quantity
is always the same whatever a, jJ, j and k are. In order to verify this, let us multiply Eq. III.IL by
V,*tV'u.. One obtains:

2

and thus
Im(A 0 ^t)= -Im(X013Ii) (HI.16)

One can repeat this demonstration for the other subscripts a, J and k. Using the parametrization
of the Particle Data (Jroup (PDG) [3], the quantity Im(AQjjt) reads:

lm(Xa,i3]k) - C\iCiiC\i S12S23S13 sin<5 (IH. 17)

While, using the Wolfenstein parametrization, one gets

j t ) = .42A% (111.18)

This quantity is twice the surface of the three unitarity triangles. Thus any CP violating effect
within the Standard Model will be proportional to this surface. However, this quantity has to be
scaled by the total width of the system which is studied. In this way one can choose the system
for which the CP violating effects will be the largest. This comparison is made qualitatively in the
table HI.I.

One sees that the largest effects are expected in the B system. It should however be noted that it is
also possible, in principle, to select a particular decay mode which has a small partial width (say of
the order of .42A" ) and for which CP violation may show up with a very large effect. To summarize,
one has two options: either to use decay modes which have large branching fractions but produce
small (.'P violating effects or rare decays which could exibit large asymmetries.
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K

D

B

Dominant
quark decays

s —• u

C • S

b C

Resonance width

x A" x phase space

x L x phase space

•x .4"A4 x phase space

CP violating
effect

x ,1'2A4T

x .-12A^

x AT;

Table III.l: Relative magnitude of the CP violating effect for different q\qn system*

c) The constraints of the unitarity triangle.

VVe have seen that with three families, the unitarity of the CKM matrix leads to the triangle in figure
III.I It is of prime importance for the experimentalists to know what are the expected magnitudes
of the three angles in order to estimate the feasibility of this measurements. In the following we
shall use the experimental results in order to constraint the region of the plane (p, q) in which the
apex of the unitarity triangle should be located.

i) Constraints due to the CP violation in the kaon system.

VVe havejshown in the introduction that the observed CP violation in the K0 system is due to
the K°-K° mixing. The diagrams contributing to the mixing are shown in the figure [II.2. The

u, c, t
d s

w

w

U, C, t

a)

s d

Ii, c, T u,C, t

W

Figure III.2: Feynman diagrams responsible of the K°-K° mixing.

parameter tK - discussed in chapter I, can be computed in the framework of the Standard Model [29].

where A, A, p. and q are the parameters used in the VVolfenstein parametrization. In addition.
(IF- MK • -WK - Mw - and fK are the Fermi constant, the kaon mass, the mass difference MKL -\!K* •
the H boson mass and the kaon decay constant respectively. Finally, m ~ 0.85, rç3 ~ 0.62 aiul
m S: 0.36 are the constants accounting for the QCD corrections. The functions /2(y,) and /3{y, )
are [29] •
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* - > •

*<•> =

(III.20)

with Ui = -2j-, i = c J . Most of the parameters which are used are reasonably well known.
mw

Gf ~ 1.2 10-5GeV"2 . Mw =s 80 GeV/c2 . A ~ 0.22

MK ^ 0.5 GeV/c1 , \MK = 3.Ô 10-15GeVVc2 . fK ~ 0.16 Gel'

Unfortunately, some othecs have still large errors.

.4 = 0.00 ±0.07, 200 GeV/r > m, > 108 GeV/r , 1 > BK > 0.33

The parameter B^ (often called the "Bag'Tactor) is defined by:

(III.2L)

(IH.22)

(K" \slfi ( 1 - 75) d S 7M ( 1 - 75) d\ K°) s-BKf2
K MK (111.23)

For illustration, we have shown in the figure III.3. the values of (p, T]) allowed for m, = 110 GeV/c2

m, = 140 GeV/c2, Vcb = .044 ± .006

|E K

BBB = (160 MeV)1

= (240 MeV)2

Figure III.3: Present experimental constraints of the u.i.tarity triangle in the complex plane [p. q).

and A = 0.9 (= JV'c6i = 0.044).
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ii) Constraints from the B°d (Id) - B°d(bd) mixing.

Since several years, the transition B°d — B°{ have been measured in the ARGUS and CLEO detectors
[13]. The parameter xj quantifying this mixing can be calculated in the Standard Model [30] by
computing the diagrams similar to those of figure [[1.2 where the quark s is replaced by the b quark.

£d = ±M° = Q r B m? h (yt) fBBB r,QCD A2A6 [(I - p)2 + ,f\ (»1.24)
L DÎT"

where rg, rjQco< IB and BB are respectively the B meson lifetime, a QCD correction factor [31]
('1QCD - -55). the B decay constant, and the "Bag" factor corresponding to the B'\ system. The
measured value for x,j is

Xd = 0.67 ±0.09 (111.25)

This measure defines an allowed region in the plane (p, rj) bounded by circles centered around (L.O).
This region is shown in the figure III.3 for mt = 140 GeV/c2 . Unfortunately, the value of / s is not
measured and one has to use theoretical calculations which have still large uncertainties [32].

iii) Constraints from the charmless decays of B mesons.

The Feynman diagram dominating the semileptonic charmless B decays is shown in the III.4 . The

Figure III.4: Feynman diagram responsible for the charmless semileptonic B decays,

fraction of semileptonic charmless B decays is:

r ( B - £ | / A'charml«S) _ lV'u6|
3 X F ( B — ^,harmless )

(111.26)
— <f Adiarm) I Vci |" X F ' ( B — .Vcharm )

where F and F' are form factors depending on the transfered energy of the W boson. The measure-
2

ment of the charmless partial decay width allows one to extract ^- — A2 (/r + Tf). These decays

have been observed in the ARGUS and CLEO detectors [33] by means of high energy leptons (with

a momentum larger than the kinematical limit for b — li/c). Unfortunately the measure of ^

is limited by the uncertainties on the knowledge of F and F' . These form factors are not measured

and therefore one has to compute them in the framework of particular models [34] with still large

errors.

0.05 < —- < 0.L0 (III.27)
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Nevertheless this measure allows one to add useful constraints on the values of p and r/ as shown in
figure III.3.

iv) Global contraints .
\

From figure III,3, one can define the region in which the apex of the unitarity triangle has to lie if ;
mt = 140 Gf.VIC-. One sees that the values for the angles a, 3 and 7 are allowed in a rather large j
range [35]. This is unfortunate since it is precisely the values of sin'2$. with <& = a, J. or -, which |
govern CP violation in B decays as we shall see later, [t is possible to determine a minimal value '
for sin2<£ from the figure III.3. One finds

- 1 < sin2a < 1 , 0.15 < sin2i < 1 , - 1 < sin27 < 1 (111.28)

One can have a better estimate by performing a simultaneous fit with all the measured quantities
[36.37]. By example, the combined fit of the CKM parameters made by A. AIi and D. London [37]
using a top mass of 140 GeV gives the central values

sin2a ~ 0.76 , sin2/} ~ 0.59 , sin7 ~ I. (III.29)

The value of / B \/BB which was used is (200 ± 30) MeV. This value is obtained from modern
theoretical calculations [32] but is still somewhat controversial. In particular the possibility that / B
is as small as 135 MeV is not totally excluded. Under these circumstances, one can only use the
bound:

0.15 ~ sin2d < 1 at 95% CL. (III.30)

4 The CP violating effects in the Standard Model.

In chapter two we have divided the CP violating effects into three different categories. In the
following, we shall discuss what can be learned about the phase of the CKM matrix. We shall see
in particular that one of these classes is very promising for observing CP violation with a clear
interpretation of the effects.

4.1 Direct CP violation.

In the Standard Model, the origin of the non-conservation of the CP symmetry is due to the fact
that the CKM matrix is complex. Thus, the interference of several decay amplitudes involving these
complex elements may produce CP violating effects [38]. Let us illustrate this by assuming that two
amplitudes .4, and A? contribute to the decay B+ — f where / is a particular final state. The total
amplitude reads

. 4 ( B + - / ) = (f\T\B+) = A1 + A7 = e'*ie'ai \Ai\ + e""ie'ai \A?\ ( I V . 1 )
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where $[ and $2 are the CKM phases (violating CP) and a\ and Cr2 are the phases due to the
strong interactions in the final state (conserving CP). The partial width is

The CP conjugate process will be

CP S+ ) = </|T|B-> = Ai + .A2 (IV.3)

with -4i = e-'*ie'Qi M1I and Ai = e-'*2ela2 \A2\. Only the weak phases are modified by the
CP transformation. Therefore, one gets:

r (£T - / ) = Mi I2 + M2I2+ 2 M11 |«4j| C O B [ - ( * , - * 2 ) + (o,-O 3)] (IV.4)

Finally, one may observe an asymmetry between these two processes.

, . , , . , . . . . . . , (IV.5)
«Mil M2I sm (*i - <P2) sin (at -Q2)

\Ai\~ + \Ai\~ + 2[AiWAtI cos(4i -* 2 ) cos (a i - a 2 )

This asymmetry is significantly different from O if the three following conditions are satisfied.

* The magnitudes of the amplitudes have to be of the same order. |.4i| ~ \A?\.

* The amplitudes should have different CKM phases, ^ 1 — $2 ^ O.

* The amplitudes should have different strong phases, ai - a? ^ 0.

VVe shall illustrate with an example how these conditions are fulfilled. Several Feynman diagrams
are possible for the reaction B+ — K+p0 as shown in figure IV. 1

The CKM matrix elements contributing in the graphs IV.1 a,b,c are VJ6Vus. Therefore one can write
these amplitudes as a single one since no CP violation can be generated by their interference. In
fact, among these amplitudes, only diagram IV.Ia is dominating [39]. The diagrams in figure IV.Id
have different CKM matrix elements. The exchange of the c and t quarks leads to the products
V^V,!, and Vt"bVt, respectively. When the u quark is exchanged, the V*bVus term is about. 20 times
smaller than the two others and is therefore neglected. Let us estimate in somewhat more details
whether the interference of the tree diagram (fig. [V.Ia) and the "penguins" (fig. IV. Id) could lead
to a sizeable CP violating effect.

i) Estimation of the amplitudes.

The diagram in the figure IV.Ia is calculated using the factorization hypothesis [39].

~ 2 10"3A2
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Figure IV. 1: Feynman diagrams for the reaction B + — K+p°. The graphs a. b, c and d are often
called Erternat Spectator . Internal Spectator . Annihilation and Penguin diagrams, respectively.

with p ^ = 0.1 . Taking r t o t = I, one obtains |.4i| ~ 10 3 . The penguin diagrams are more

difficult and uncertain to evaluate [40].

1 tot
v y (IV.

where FQCD (q2) is a factor which is a function of the gluonic energy transfer, q2. The estimation
of this quantity suffers from large uncertainties, mainly due to the lack of knowledge on the proper
value of q2 that has to be used. Two possibilities have to be considered according to the mass of
the exchanged quark [41].

In the dispersive mode: 4 Mfr > 4 j » q2

IIV.S)

Form, a MW . FQCD (q2) C= ^Kl.

• In the absorptive mode: m; > q2 » 4 m:

(q2) =
/ 1 \

In — ^ - + i TT (I V, 9)

Here as is the stong interaction coupling constant. Using Eqs. IV.7, IV.8 and IV.9. one finally
obtains:

~ 2 10" (IV. 10)

where we have used \V,b\ = 0.05 and q2 - 10 CeV2. The value of |_43| is about 5 10"3 and is of the
same order of \Ai\ within the large uncertainties.
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ii) Evaluation of the strong phase difference [sin(<ii - Qr2)]

In general, one does not expect strong interaction in the final state for the tree diagrams [VI].
Assuming <M = 0, the strong phase uj has to be different from 0 in order to generate (.'P violating
effect. This requires a non negligible contribution of the absorptive part in the "penguin" diagrams
(«/'- » 4 m-). If this condition is fulfilled, one deduces from Eq. [V.9

sinAa - sina. ~ . ~ 44 (IV.I I)

It should be noted however that even if there is no re-interaction of the quarks in the final state,
there could be some at the hadron level. For example, one could have the final state K+p" from the
re-interaction of the intermediate state ^

B+ — D+TF — K+p° ( IV . 12)

Not knowing whether final state rescattering occur, it is very difficult to deduce the value of At» and
thus it will be difficult to extract the value of the CKM phases.

iii) Evaluation of the weak phase difference [sin (^i - *2)] •

From the figures IV.La and IV.Id (with c (or t) quark exchange), one sees that the CKM matrix
elements contributing to the amplitudes are V^bVu, and V^Vca (or V1^ Vts) respectively. The weak
phase of the interference term is

where •) is one of the angles of the unitarity triangle. With somewhat pessimistic values for (p. »;) =
(-.0, .15). one gets sin7 ~ 0.1.

It is now possible to estimate the value of the expected asymmetry for the decay mode 6 * —

r ( B - - * v ) + r(fl+~ivV)-1% ( I V U )

The calculated effect is small. However the uncertainty on this prediction is large and it is not
impossible to observe a somewhat larger asymmetry, as large 10% for this particular mode, tn any
case, the observation of any asymmetry is very important as it will demonstrate that direct CP
violation exists assessing the CKM scenario. Unfortunately, it would be very difficult to extract a
reliable value for sin7 due to the uncertainties on sin(ai — a2) , | .4i | and |^42|. Other decay channels
of the same type could be used as it is shown in the table IV. I .

The interpretation of a CP non-conserving effect in terms of the angles of the unitarity triangle
may be better achieved by studying the charged B decays S* — D" 3.,Y* [44], where .Y* is any
state with the flavour of a A."*, and Df2 denote the CP eigenstates (D" ±~D°)/\/2. Let's consider
the decay S + — DfAT+, where the CP-even eigenstate Df is identified by one of its CP-even decay
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Mode

B* ~ A'* x°

A-* x>

TT V

A'* A -

Theoretical Br x

~ 1

~ 0.1

~ 0.1

IO~3 Expected

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

Asymmetry

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

Table IV. 1: The theoretical branching fractions and asymmetries for some particular B decay
modes [41,43],

products". There are two different amplitudes contributing to this process, which correspond to the
transitions B+ — D0K+ and B+ — 'D3K+ (Fig. IV,2). At the quark level, they are associated
with the decays 6 — ~ûcl and 6 — eus, which have different CKM factors [V11",,V,,, as .4A3(p + it]) and
K-iKu * -"^3 respectively]. These two amplitudes can be separately identified by looking for events
where the D" (D0) decays semileptonically; the flavour states D" and D0 are distinguished by the
charge of the final lepton.

W

Figure IV.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the B+ —' D" K+ and B+ — D0K+ decays.

In the standard CKM parametrization the amplitudes of the three processes can be written in
the form

AD = A(B+ — D^K+) = | . 4 0 | e1"* e'*° .
Av = A[B+-D°K+) = |.4^| e'*5. (IV.Lo)
ADl = A(B+ - D?A'+) = ^ 5 (AD + % ) ,

where 6p and &p are the corresponding final-state-interaction phases, and 7 is one of the weak
angles ofjhe unitarity triangle. The amplitudes of the charge-conjugated processes B~ — D°K~.
B~ D°K d B D\K~ (Ao, /ig-and AD1 , respectively) are obtained from the .4 amplitudes

j
B~ — D°K~ and B~ g
by simply changing the sign of the CKM phase 7.
••Ï0.I ^ U o 1 I i f?

Note t h a t | Â D | = |.4-p|, |.-W| = l-4o|. but

From the two triangle relations relating the B+ (B~) decays into D", D" and D" 2 (Fig. IV.:,).
one could obtain sin7 up to a four-fold ambiguity [44] (the ambiguity, which is due to the presence
of final-state interactions, could be eliminated, in principle, by studying different processes with the
same weak phases). However, one expects |.4(fl+ — D°A'+)| < |.4(fl+ — D°A'+)|. because the first

"We neglect D°-~D° mixing and CP violation in D decays.
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A(B+-^D0K+)

A(B~-»D°K~) =

Figure IV.3: Triangles relating the amplitudes of the B+ — D0K + , B+ — D " / \ + and
3+ — Dl2K

+ decays.

amplitude is colour suppressed while th<. second one is not. The self-tagging decays B^ — D" ,/\ "
could perhaps provide a better way to extract 7 [45] by deducing the beauty flavour from the decay
K"0 — K+rr~. The analysis proceeds then as in the S* case, but this time the two interfering
amplitudes (S0, — D0K'0 and B\ — 7F / \ " 0 ) are likely to have comparable magnitudes with
branching fractions of the order of 10 \

Another place for studying direct CP violation are decays of bottom baryons [46,47], and a
somewhat similar analysis may be performed [-i7]. CP violation can show up as a rate asymmetry
and in various decay parameters. For instance, the decay 1/2 —> 1/2 + 0 (like Aj — AD0) involves,
in addition to the partial decay rate F, the three decay parameters a, 3, 7, that characterize the
angular distribution in the rest frame of the decaying particle. If barred quantities describe the
charge-conjugated process, then CP invariance requires f = T. â = —a, 3 = -J and 7 = 7. Neither
tagging nor time-dependences are required to observe CP violation with modes of baryons. in contrast
to B0 modes that involve mixing. One has to bear in mind that part of the mentioned observables
need spin-polarization of the initial state in order to show the effect. Sizeable CP effects are expected
in modes involving a D°. which is seen in a final state that can also be fed from a D"; six related
processes, such as Aj — AD0, A& — AD0. Aj — AD, 3 and their charge conjugated counterparts,
could be used to extract the angle 7. In [47], it is predicted that Sr(At — AD") ~ L0~5. thus
Sr(Aj — AD0

 2) ~ 10" ' . Under favourable circumstances CP -.,wmmetries are estimated to occur
at the few tens of percent level.

In flavour non-specific decays of the neutral B mesons (i.e. those final states which are common
to S 0 and B" decays), one needs to know the flavour of the original B meson in order to study
C'P-violating rate asymmetries. However, there are some signals of CP violation which do not
require flavour identification. These involve CP-odd energy asymmetries in the sum of all S 0 and
S 0 events [48]. For instance, in the decay B0. — A's7r+?r~, the distribution in the T+TT" energies
(the Dalitz-plot distribution) need not be symmetric under exchange of x+ and T " . There will in
general be an energy asymmetry of the form [48]

T[B°d~ KsT
+ T-) = a + 6 ( E + - E , ) , V(B^- ^ / T + T T " ) = â + 6 ( E + - E _ ) . (IV.16)

where a. b. â and b are symmetric functions of the energies. CP invariance requires à = a, b = -b.
so that there is no energy asymmetry left if one sums together all /v"srr+7r~ events (provided there
is an equal number of Bn

d and S0, in the initial state). Therefore, the measurement of a net energy
asymmetry in the sum of all B°d and B'\ events would be a signai of CP violation. Such an effect
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could originate, in principle, from both indirect and direct CP violation. As discussed in the previous
section, however, the mixing-induced asymmetry is expected to be very small in the Standard Model;
thus, this DaliU-plot asymmetry should be a direct CP-violation effect, requiring two interfering
amplitudes with different weak and strong phases. The decays B1J — / \ " S T + T ~ and S" — O T f i "
seem to he the most promising ones, since they proceed through the 6 — nTt.s mechanism, where the
penguin amplitude is relatively enhanced with respect to the direct tree contribution.

4.2 CP violation due to the B°-B° mixing.

The B"-W mixing may also exibit an asymmetry in the transition B0 — B" and B" — B". If
B"W pairs are produced, this asymmetry can be observed by measuring a difference in the number
of same sign positive leptons (H+E+) and same sign negative leptons (£~i~). We have derived this
asymmetry earlier.

Pr(B" — B°) -Pr(B" -W)
Pr(W- B") + Pr(B" —W)

E
1

E

i
p

1
p

2

(IV.17)

with f = \ '.,V~lr'' • The values of A/12 and Tu are obtained by computing the magnitude of the

box diagram in the figure IV.4 .

U, C, t

>W

U, C, t

W

u,c, U, C, t

W

Figure IV.4: Feynman diagrams responsible for the B" - B0 mixing.

The dispersive part of these diagrams gives M\i while the absorptive part allows one to compute
T12 [49],

? (VidV.f x

where G(x) is a known function [16]

and

3 x

^ Gj. B B fl Ml r .
1 12 - ~ ( V u f r V U ( i + V ^ V c d )

OTT L

8 (rrï-ml)
- , " 7 x ^ V c U v , ,6Vud + Vc(,V

) fTzr

(IV. 19)

(IV 20
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Using the unitarity relations of the CKM matrix, one finds

A Z 1 2 - 2 m? L 3 W W l J c ( « M

And thus

~ 1 + 4 Im - r ^ ~ 1 + 2
lm(Ve\V,.dVt'dVti)Im

2 AZ13
 m' G(^) VuVtf (IV.22)

P

ï

~ 1 + HT3 sin 3

Taking into account the various uncertainties, one obtains the following limit

As~ 2 10"3 (IV.23)

Although such a small asymmetry is very difficult to observe, it is very important to make this
measurement since any sizeable asymmetry (say larger than 1%) would be a clear indication of new
physics.

4.3 CP Violation involving the B° ~ B0 mixing and the disintegration.

Let us see what happens when the final state / is not a CP eigenstate but could nevertheless hv
produced from both B" and B° [50] using Eq. 11.25. Let us write the direct transition amplitudes

(IV.24)

where

• 4>; and $'} are the weak phases from the CKM matrix such than <&, £ <bj for i ^ j .

• «j and a'} are the phases due to the strong interactions in the final state.

• Aj and A'j are the magnitudes of the amplitudes corresponding to different Feynman diagrams.
However when several diagrams involve the same CKM matrix elements, we shall consider their
sum as a single amplitude since no CP violating effect can by generated by their interference.

VVe note that in the case of a final state which is a CP eigenstate. one has *J = 4>y. A'j = A1 and
a'j = ft; or a'j = a} 4- ir depending on the CP parity (±1). By replacing the transition amplitudes
in 11.25 with the expressions IV.24, one obtains:

2 l ' (IV.2Ô)

V sin(2*.w + 3+ 3') x sin x
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as discussed earlier. In Eq. IV.25, x = Am/T and r is the B0 meson lifetime.

The transition amplitude B-~ / , where / is the CP conjugate final state, .ire obtained from th->
Eqs. IV.24

</|T|fF) = ^ , ' V ^ H , ' ^ '

Only che phases coming from the CKM matrix have the opposite signs. The probability of th<>

transition B"~ f is

\ • r (IV. 27)
( + 1 - - t\
- D sin (2*.i/ + 3 + J') sin x- >

where it = ^r^j , P = - ^ with /J = ^r. IfCP is conserved, the following equalities hold:

À = A . Â' = A'
(IV.28)

5 = sin (2*A/ + J + J') = - 5 s -sin (2$.v/ + J + J')

From the total number of events in each of the four distributions IV.25 and IV.27 and a global fit of
their time dependence, it is possible to extract the quantities, p , p , S . S ,A' +A'2 et .42 + ,4'2. The
inequalities p ^ p or/and A~+An £ A2+A'2 imply that. A^A and A' •£ A'. This observation would
be an evidence for direct CP violation meaning that several amplitudes contribute in Eqs. IV.24
and IV.26. In such circumstances, it will be difficult to separate the CKM phases from the strong
phases as only the quantities 5 and S are measured. VVe shall see later how one could distinguish
the various contributions for some particular final states. If only one amplitude dominates in the
transitions B — / and B — / , then the interpretation of the measurements is much more easy. The
hypothesis of a single amplitude implies the equalities p — p and .A2 +A1'2 = A2 +A'2 which can be
verified experimentally. However it is important to underline that the observation of these equalities
is not necessarily sufficient to prove that A = A. This can be seen with the Eqs. IV.24 and IV.26
by assuming two contributing amplitudes.

cos[(*i - * 3 ) + (ai - a 2 ) ]

A ' 2 = A[2 + A1,2 + 2 . ^ . 4 ! , c o s [ ( * ' , -<V,) + (a\-a',)]

(I V. 29)
A2 = A\+Al + 2AiAi cos[-(*!-<&;) + (Q1 -U2)]

A12 = A'2 + A? + 2A\ A2 cos [- ( *'i - <K ) + ( o'i - o/s )]

One notes that A - A if sin (<!>! - *2)sin («i - a2) = 0 and A' = A1 ifsin(*'i -<K)sin(o'i - u3) =
0. This eventuality depends on the different contributing diagrams. For example, if spectator dia-
grams and "penguins" have magnitudes of the same order, the difference sin(ai - U2) is in general
expected to be non zero as already discussed in section IV. 1.
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Let us now assume that one amplitude dominates. Thus, one obtains:

A = A . A' = Â'

J = $ / + <> . 3' = Vj-a' ( IV .3Û)

and
S = sin (2*.V/+ * / + * ' , + A a ) , 5 = sin (2*.w + <t>/+ <t>'f - Aa) (IV.31)

where <kj and $', are the CKM phases in the amplitudes which dominate in the transition B" — /
and B" — f respectively and AQ = a — a' is the strong phase difference. From Eqs. IV.31, one
can extract the CKM phases.

sin2 (2*.w + */ + <ty) = - 1 + SS ± ^/(1 - S2) (I - S=) (IV.32)

There is a twofold discrete ambiguity for sin3 f 2<I>.v/ + <&/ + <fy j . The other solution corresponds to

Let us see with an example what is the quantity which is measured. VVe shall use the transition

B"— / = p+T~ for which the Feynman diagrams are shown in the figure IV.5 .

()
Figure IV.5: The dominating Feynman diagrams for the transition B0^ p+*~ •

The figure IV.6 shows the time dependence of the transition probabilities (Eq. IV.25 et IV.27). For

our example, one has e1*' = / " " ^ 1 , e" '*/ = ££?±T and e '*" = X ^

Finally, one gets:

sin [2*.w + « , + «>] = Im {V^V^VtdVi\ = s i n 2 ( « M + * ; ) (IV.33)

The angle * = $,v/ + <&/ is nothing else that angle at the apex of the unitarity triangle. The
ambiguity that we have discussed above can be resolved if one of the solutions in Eq. IV.32 is
zero. In that case, it is possible to attribute this solution to cosAa since the dominating amplitudes
are probably corresponding to the tree diagrams. A more conservative attitude is to measure CP
violation in an other mode involving the same angle 4>, for example the decay mode B0 — T+T".
This final state is a CP eigenstate with the CP parity r)CP = + 1 . Here, the final state strong phases
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are identical regardless of the mother B" or B" since the two relevant diagrams similar to those of

!inures [V.3a and IV.5b are equivalent. Thus .4 = A' and the t ransi t ion probabilities art» [ 5 ]

IV.7)

Pr B 0 - TT+T" =A- C--{I - MII2 ' I> sin x - } (IV :i

t I sin2« = - 4, — = 67, i ^ = 0. p - -J=

0 05 1 1 S 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 0 0.5 1 1 5 2 2 5 3 3 5 4 4 5 5

Figure IV.G: Transition probabilities as
function of the B meson proper time for the

i - )

decays B" ~ p±j^ .

Figure IV.7: Transition probabilities as
function of the B meson proper time for th

(-)
ilecavs B°— ;r+;r~

The (.'P violating asymmetry is:

Vr[B
P (W

-Vr(B" - TT

'Pr (W — TT+ Tf- ) + Pr ( B° — TT+ T- ]
— sin 2$ sin x-

T .m
Knowing x ~ 0.7 and r ~ 1.37 10-12S, it is obvious to obtain sin2$ without any ambiguity However
for this particular example, one cannot verify whether a single amplitude dominates using the same
method than for / = P+TT~. and it has been suggested [52] to use additionnai informations. Let us
assume that, in addition to the two diagrams in figure IV.5 where p+ is replaced by T+ , there exists
a contribution from ''penguins" (fig. IV.8).

The complementary informations are extracted from the transitions
IT" These transitions can be divided into two isospin amplitudes:

T = -43/2|3/2 . -1 /2) + . 4 I / 2 | l / 2 . -1 /2 )

— T ± T U and B" —

IIV Mt

where A3/1 and .4i/2 are the transition amplitudes with A / = 3/2 et A/ = 1/2. For the diagrams
shown m figure IV 8, only A/ = 1/2 transitions are allowed Therefore, one obtains:



W W

u, c,t
- d b

- I T i -
ll J

D,c,t i

a)

Figure IV.8: The "penguin" diagrams contributing to the final state 7T+T~ .

and

TlS0) =T
2 ' V

==-43/212.0) - -J=

-=^!/2|l ,0) - -T=

\/2 V2

(IV.37)

T | B " ) = T
2" 2 2 2

l. " I )
v.38)

Since the T+Tr" system has to be in 5 wave, the generalization of the Bose-Einstein symmetry
requires that the isospin wave function is symmetric. Therefore, only even isospin states are allowed.

Finally, one gets

(I V.39)

(IV.40)

\ 12. 0) - ~ |0, 0)

IJT- TT") = | 2 . - I )

= y*>\r\W) = ± A312 + -L Au,

Â - - (IT-T

Thus the transition A/ = | and A/ = 4 correspond to the isospin 2 and 0 final states, respectively.
Denoting

one finds
.4+-

= Ai-A0

A°° = 2 A2

A + -
V~2

00 =A~"A 0 0 =A

[IVAi)

(I V. 42)
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This equation correspond to a triangle. Similar equations are obtained for the meson B" and B+

A+ .„„ l4.n (IV .43)OO J+0

+ A00 = A

Since the spectator diagrams are the only ones contributing to the disintegrations S* — Ï I ^ T ' . th»>
two triangles described by Eqs. IV.42 and IV.43 have a common side (Fig. [V.9).

Figure IV.9: Triangles corresponding to the Eqs. IV.42 and IV.43 .

If CP is conserved in the disintegration, these two triangles are identical. This is equivalent
to say that the relative phase 9 between A0 and A? is the same than 0, the one between A0 and
À-2. The quantities |*4+o | and \Â~"\ are easy to measure since | .4+ O |2 = F ( B + — Tt+Tt") and
|-4~°|~ = F (B~ — 7r"7r°). The values of \A+~ | and | -4 + ~| are more difficult to extract because of
the B°-B" mixing. The transition probability B — Tt+Tt' reads

Vr I B" ( l-

\A+~\- + \A+~

t ( + ) 1
•5- cos x— — 2 - sin x-

(IV. 44)

One extracts \A+ | and \Â+ | from the total number of events and the fit of the time dependence.
The measurements of \A"°\ and |^400| are somewhat more complicated because it is impossible to
determine with a sufficient precision the n-0*0 vertex (a resolution of about 100 /im is necessary).
The transition probability for the neutral mode is:

»(fr'(i)-,,).[!
(-) M00 I2 - U 0 0 I 2

1 H 5 , g cos J

\A°

t ( + i Im e ' ! t i ' M p w t
- - 2 — - — _ , ' sin x-

\A°°f + \A°°\- r

(IV.4Ô)

Summing over the B" — Tr0Tr" and B0 — Tr0Tr0 events, one measures |.4"°| ' + |.4'-"J|", but the
individual transitions only give the overall term in the brackets. In a particular case that will be
discussed in the next chapter, the time dependence is a function of the time difference between two
B" meson decays. In this case, the time integration runs from — 30 to +oo and therefore only the
cosine term remains in Eq. IV.45.
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Thus, it will be possible to obtain |«400| and | J 0 0 | from the partial width for B" — T ° T " and
"S0 — 7T0Tr0. Having measured the three sides of both triangles in figure IV. 9, one extracts \A0\ . \Ao\,

(->
1̂ 21 • |^21 -6 and 6. Since the time dependence of the decay B°— W+TT' gives

Im[e'2 'M+--4+-] = 21m [e'2* (|^2| - \À0\ e±lf) (\Aj\ - \Ao\ «*")] . (IV.47)

one obtains sin2$ with a four fold ambiguity corresponding to the various possible orientations of
the triangles in the figure IV.9 (the apex of the triangle may be up side or down side). In this
particular case, $ represents the angle a of the unitarity triangle.

Finally, we shall discuss an other category of final states which can be used for measuring the
angles of unitarity triangle. This class of decays involves the final states which have a definite
CP parity once the orbital momentum is known. A good example is the decay S 0 — L1A'"0 with
A'"0 — A'.s7r°. Since the two particles of the final state are vectors, they may have the helicity A = O
or A = ±1 . One has three possibilities.

• MA = 0 ) A- (A = O)) => CP I / ) = +1/)

• M A = 1) A - ( A = I)) + M A = - M A-(A = - I ) ) => CP I/) = + | / ) (IV.48)

• |L(A = 1 ) A - ( A = I)) - M A = - I ) A - ( A = - I ) ) => CP \f) = - | />

We have shown that for a CP eigenstate, one has

/l-i t \ i f 1 + ) t\
Pr I B0 ( - ) — fcp\ oc e " <l - r)Cp sin2* sin £ - \ (IV.49)

If one does not distinguish the various contributions, rjcp is not known and should be replaced by
a dilution factor

A- - A-
d = 4f^f (IV.50)

Here .4 + and A- are the amplitudes corresponding to a final state with TJCP = +1 and r]cp = - 1
respectively. Let us note that if the helicity state A = O dominates, then d = +1 and there is no
dilution. It is relatively simple to verify this by measuring the angular dependence of the A'"0 decay.
The angular distribution of Ks in the A'* rest frame has to be measured relatively to the A" flight
direction (see Fig. IV. 10). "**

The expected angular distributions of the Ks depend on the helicity of the K' and are

dT [A-(A = O)] , dr[A"(A = ±l ) ] . ,
— l - '- x cos-!?*, , — .V '•! oc sin-0Ks- IV.ol

d COS0KS d cosfltf

The experimental results seem to favor the COS20K-S distribution [53] (fig. IV.IL).

However since the statistics is still limited, one has to wonder whether there is a possibility to
extract sin20 when both helicity contribute. In that case, the analysis is still possible by studying
the correlations between the angles of the A'* and if/ decay products. One can thus separate the
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K* rest frame

K* direction In B°rest frame

Figure IV. 10: Definition of the angle K, decay angle.
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Figure IVML: Angular distributions of A.'*0 decay products in the reaction B0 —

contributions with rjcp = +1 and T)CP = —1 and extract sin2$ at the cost of a worse sensitivity [54].
The figure IV. 12 shows that even when r)cp = +1 and r)cp = - 1 amplitudes have the same
magnitude. sin'2<t is still measured but the error is about three times larger than for the pure

= +1 case.

We have seen in this section that there exists a large varity of decay modes common to both B0

and B" allowing one to get valuable informations on the angles of the unitarity triangle by studying
asymmetries in the disintegration of B" and B". These asymmetries are directly proportional to the
angles Q. 3 and 7 defined in the figure III. 1 and may exibit large effects. Many different modes
allow one to measure these quantities leading to a good consistency check of the theory on the one
hand and to a good sensitivity by summing over the channels measuring the same angle. VVe have
discussed three types of final states:

• Class 1: The CP eigenstates (ex. Tr+ 7r ).

• Class 2: The final states which may be reached both from the B0 and B" mesons but that are
not CP fiigenstates (ex: p^ir*).
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Figure IV.12: The error on sin2$ as a function of the fraction of r\çp — +1 and r\cp
amplitudes.

Class 3: Final states that are C eigenstates but which are not CP eigenstates.

Some interesting final states are summarized in the tables IV.2 and IV.3.

4.4 Conclusion

We have shown in this chapter that many different methods can be used to study CP violation with
B mesons in the framwork of the Standard Model. Therefore one can conclude that the B system
will be the unavoidable tool for testing the consistency of the theory in this sector and any measured
inconsistency would give the first hint for new physics beyond the Standard Model.

5 The B Factories.

Xow that we have seen how CP violation is generated in the theory and itudied it consequences for
the B decays, we shall discuss the experimental feasibility of the proposed measurements. Clearly,
the first requirement is the production of a large number of B mesons. However it is not obvious to
decide which is the most convenient source of B mesons. The two most important criteria for this
choice are:

• The total number of B produced.
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Quark decays

6 — c + es

b — c + ud

b — c + ci

b — O, + ud

Class 1

tl>K,

v'K,

XexKs

D+D-

D0W

T+ir-

P°*°

Class 2

(-)
D" p0

Dm±D*

Class 3

W K,TC°

D'±D'*

P+P'

Measured

angle

sin 23

sin '23

sin 23

sin 2a

Penguin

contribution

negligible

i

negligible

negligible

possible

(<20%)

Table IV.2: Examples of B°d decays which can be used for observing CP violation.

• The cleanliness of the environment in which the S's mesons are produced. In other words,
what are the B reconstruction and tagging efficiencies and what is the signal over background
ratio?

We show in figure V.I the 66 cross section at various existing or proposed accelerator.

5.1 The e+e~ collider at the T(4S)

The largest number of reconstructed B mesons up to now is coming from the e+e~ colliders running
at a center of mass energy of about 10.6 GeV. It is therefore natural to wonder whether the studies
which were discussed in previous chapters can be done at such colliders. First, let's clarify what we
mean by a B Factory at the X(AS).

• B "Factory" is an expression commonly used to describe any acceierator which is able to
produce a large number of B mesons (> 107S per year).

• Y(4S) is a resonance made of a 66 quark pair, the mass of which is about 10.58 GeV and
which decays into a pair of B~B meson ( ~ 50% B+B~ and ~ 50% S0S"). The quantum
numbers of this resonance are Jcp = l~~.

What are the advantages of a B Factory at the T(4S)?

• The cross section is large (<r[e+e- — T(4S)] ~ 1.2 nb) (Fig. V.I).

• It is the cleanest source of BS pairs: No other particule is produced allowing one to get .i
good tagging efficiency as we shall see later. The multiplicity of the event is small ( LO charged
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Quark decays

h — c + es

b — c + cd

b — c + us

b — û + ud

Class I

l'A.',

ii''/V5

X c 1 K ,

P0K.

K+K-

uiK,

Class 2

DfK*
D-^K*

DfK'*

Class 3

i $

L-1*

Xc 1*

t'A.', T0

D^A''*

Measured

angle

^iv;,v ib |

x sin 'i

oiv:,f»>l

x sin 7

sin 7

sin 27

Penguin

contribution

negligible

negligible

none

very probable

Table IV.3: Examples of B° decays which can be used for observing CP violation.

and 10 photons are produce in average) and the tracks are spread over the full solid angles.
Therefore the reconstruction efficiency is large with a rather small background contribution.
The background is essentially due to qq continuum events (e+e~ — uû, dd, ss, cc) and can
be reduced by using the fact that the B mesons are monoenergetic (PB ~ 300 .UeV). The
measure of the S mass is sensibly improved by using the energy of the beam as the energy of
the B mesons. It is possible to get a resolution of 2 MeV/c3 instead of 20 MeV/e'-.

5.2 Coherent BB pair production.

Since the X(AS) decays exclusively into a BB pair, the BB system is in a coherent quantum state [55]
This is a_consequence of the generalization of the Bose-Einstein statistics. Thus the wave functions
of the BB pair is antisymmetric and therefore one should consider the BB system as a whole instead
of the individual B mesons. The wave function

\ B ( t i ) B ( I 2 ) ) - I B J t 3 ) )
(V.I)

should be used in all the previous calculations involving the time evolution. The main consequence
is that the neutral B" and B0 will evolve coherently until one of them decays. It is only r\t that
time that the nature of the second meson (B" or W) will be defined. This second B will have the
flavor opposite to the one of the first B.

Let us see what happens to equations 11.25 et II.26 when this wave function is used.
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Figure IV.I: The cross section for the production of 66 pairs at various existing or proposed
accelerator.

Vr(B°{ti)tag, 5 ( i 2 ) - / ) =

- . 2 - ^ m v
+ sin"

- - sin Am Ai

+ - sin Am At

, 2 ^ Ai |(/|7|fi°)|2

\{f\T\W)\

•2i*.v, (f\T\B°) {f\T\B°y

!1*« (f\T\B0)' (f\T}W)

(V.2)

where At = t? — t\ and B°{t\)tag means that the B" meson has been identified whi thout any
ambiguity at t ime t\. Similarly, if the meson B" was identified at t ime <i, one gets.

Vr (B' (tx)tag, B (h) - / ) = e-1"".+^) x |cos= ^ At \(f\T\W)f

sin'
•,Am

+ - sin Am Ai

- - sin Am Ai

(V.3)

') (/|T|fl«)"

I* (f\T\W)

The reference time. ta, is not the T(45) decay time anymore, but the time at which one of the B
mesons is identified. The consequence of this is somewhat unpleasant since the terms with sinArnA(
can have a positive or negative value. Therefore if Ai is not measured, one has to integrate the
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time dependence from - x to +oc and the sin Am Af term vanishes. No CP violating effect can
be observed for B decays involving the interplay of B decays and B°-B° mixing. This fact is easily
seen for example in S — T+T" for which the transition probabilities are:

Pr ( B ° (ti)Uj. B(tn) — T + T ' J x e " ^ 1 V s in 2<& sin x - M ( V 11

It is therefore mandatory to measure Af if one wants to use this class of events.

Is there any alternative'? In principle, one could use a BB system for which the wave function is
symmetric. It can be verified that in such case, the time dependence is fi + U instead of f i - ,';.
The time integrated asymmetry will then be

''x
^ r sin 2* ~ 0.6 sin 2$ (V .Vi

The question is how to produce a SB system having a symmetric wave function? The answer is
to produce a B0B0" system with Jcp_= 1"~. Since the S0" meson decay to B°f and since the
photon has C, = —1. the remaining B°B0 system will have C = + 1 . Unfortunately the cross section
at the threshold for BB' + BB' is about 6 times smaller than for the T(45) [36] and therefore the
total production rate will be suppressed. So Af has to be extracted by measuring the flight distance
of the S mesons using

L = 3 •) ct (Y.6)

where 3 is the particle velocity [3 = j ) , •> = -^ and c is the speed of light. Should the B meson
move, it would be possible to measure its flight distance and thus the time difference between the
two decays. But we have said thai the B mesons are produced almost at rest (PB = 300 MeV/c)
in the Y(45) center of mass and therefore the average distance between both B decay vertices will
be about 25 ^m. This distance is of the same order than the resolution which is possible to obtain
with the present technology. Since the measurement of Af is extraordinarily difficult to achieve, it
has been suggested to produce the T(45) by using heteroenergetic beams energies [57.58]. In that
case, the B mesons are produced with a boost along the direction of the high energy beam. Many
studies for rhe feasibility of such a machine has been carried out in several laboratories [59] and the
table V.I gives the list of these projects. However no asymmetric e+e~ collider has been yet built
and its construction •• vs several technical problems. The beam intensity have to be particularly
high in order to obt .: a very high luminosity. This intensity has to be about 50 times higher than
the ones currently m i^ved. Nevertheless, the accelerator physicists are confident that luminosities
larger than 2 1033 cm~-s~l can be obtained.

Let us examine now what happens when the T(45) resonance is produced with a boost J-,. The
figure V.2 shows conceptually how a BB event might look like.

The distance Ar can be written in term off] and t?.

A : ~ J- CT — '• + -• J,.mcr cos 0g — (V 7)

Here. J-. is the boost of the T(4S) ( 3f ~ ^ = - =jr where E is the energy of the most energetic
beam), CT is the average flight distance of a B meson and 3cm is its velocity in the T(4S) center
of mass (3rm ^ 0.07). Finally. 6"B is the angle at which the B meson is produced in the T(4S)
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Laboratory

Beams

(CeVxGeV)

Used

equipment

DESY

(Germany)

9.3 x 3.0

PETRA

CERN

(Switzerland)

8.0 x 3.5

ISR

CORNELL

(USA)

8.0 x 3.5

CESR

KEK

(Japan)

8.0 x 3.5

TRISTAN

NOVOSIB.

(Russia)

7.0 x 4.0

New

SLAC

(USA)

9.0 x 3.1

PEP

Table V.I: The different projects of B Factory in the world.

Figure V.2: A schematic view of an interaction with asymmetric beam energies .

rest frame with respect to the beam direction. What is the minimal value of 3y which is necessary
in order to observe a time dependent asymmetry? This obviously depends of the experimental
resolution on A; (we shall see later that <r(Ai) S: 70 fim typically). It is possible to estimate the
error on sin 2* from a fit of Eqs V.4. The comparison of the error with respect to the one which
would be obtained assuming no measurement error on Ai is shown in figure V.3 as a function of
the high energy beam. It appears that no sizeable degradation is observed as long as Eu > 7 GeY.
Allowing an error margin on <r(Ai), it is wise to choose EH > 8 GeV. The choice of EH is also
dictated by acceptance considerations. Indeed, as the boost gets larger, the particles are moving
closer to the beam direction (fig.V.4) making the detection of these particles more difficult. Taking
into account the previous facts, most of the projects have selected a high energy beam in the range
9 ~ EH ~ 8 GeV.

5.3 Measurement sensitivities.

Let us now study the sensitivity which is possible to get for the various asymmetries revealing CP
violation and therefore for the angles of the unitarity triangle. Our estimates are based on 108 T(4S)
corresponding to 3 years at a peak luminosity of 3 x 1033cm"2s-1. In the following we shall also
underline the requirements on the apparatus as we discuss the various measurements.
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Figure V.4: The polar angle distribution of
the particles at an asymmetric e + e~

collider.

a) Direct CP violation.

To get evidence for CP violation due to the weak interaction, one has to compare the number of
B — / and B — / transitions. The total number of events required for observing an asymmetry
•4s with S standard deviation is:

N = -B ( V 8 )

where Sr is the branching fraction of the final state / and e is its detection efficiency. If one wants
to be sensitive to an asymmetry of 1%, about 101Q B mesons are necessary assuming reasonable
detection efficiencies for the final states which are studied. We give in the table V.2 the estimated
sensitivities on these asymmetries at the three standard deviation level for various final states for
which an effect might exist. In most of these decay modes, a good momentum resolution and an
excellent particle identification is necessary in order to separate kaons and pions. This is mandatory
for the mode B — Kir for which the background due to B — 7r7r might be very large. The figure
V.5 shows how difficult it is to separate Kir and TT7T final states with kinematical cuts only.

In the previous chapter, we had estimated that the asymmetries due to direct CP violation would
in general be less than 10% and more likely around 1%. It would therefore be very difficult to observe
an effect for these interesting decay modes. Nevertheless it is extremely important to search for any
effect as a large asymmetry will point to physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Mode

flx __ K±x°

/\'V
K"* *°

K±K-°

Theoritical Br

xlO" 5

- 1.

~ 1.

~ 0.1

~ 0.1

Asymmetry sensitivity

with S = 3

> 10%

> 8%

> 8%

> 30%

> 30%

Fable V 2: Estimated experimental sensitivity for the observation of direct (.'P violation iising
some particular decay modes.

b) CP violation due to B°-B° mixing.

The experimental technique tor observing such an effect is the simplest one. One needs to compare
the number of like sign lepton with charge +'J and —2. The asymmetry is denned by

. V ( I + I + ) - N [(-(-)

X ((+?.+ ) + N(i-Pr)
( V . SJ)

Obviously, it is assumed that B" and B0 are pair produced. The number of events necessary for
observing this asymmetry with a sensitivity at the three standard deviation level is

(V. 10)

where_Sr is the semileptonic branching fraction (e + ^) , £ is the detection efficiency, J0 is the fraction
of B"B0 mesons produced at the T(4S) and \ is the B0 - W mixing probability. Using the values
Br = 10%, e = 50%, /o = 50% and \ = 15%, about 10uT(4S) decays are required in order
to measure an asymmetry oi 10"3. Clearly reaching this level of sensitivity is extremely difficult,
nevertheless it is important to try to make this measurement as the observation of any effect at the
percent level will require new physics.

c) CP violation due to the interplay of B decay and B°-B° mixing.

The measurement of this class of ^symmetry requires the reconstruction of exclusive final states
which can be produced in B" and B" decays. In general the branching fractions of such modes are
small. It is therefore necessary to have a very large reconstruction efficiency. The table V.3 gives
a few examples for some interesting final states. For illustration, the figure V.6 shows the invariant
mass of the J/t/> K5 system, [t can be noticed that there is no background for this particular final
state. Once the final state is reconstructed, it is still necessary to identify the flavor of the second
B meson using the remaining track in the event. Let us see how this can be done.
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Figure V.5: The invariant mass for the A'+TT~ and TT+TT~ pairs produced in B meson decays
without any particle identification .

5.3.1 The semileptonic decays.

The decay 6 — Cue allows one to deduce the charge of the 4 quark by means of the lepton charge
(Fig. V.7). Since the semileptonic branching fraction [flr(6 — evec)+ Br(b — / i^c)] is about 207c
these decays are a good tagging tool. There exists two sources of background leading to wrong
tagging. The first one is purely experimental and is caused by false lepton identification while the
second source has a physical origin. It is due to the semileptonic decays of the c quark as shown in
the figure V.8.

In cascade c decays, the leptons have a sign opposite to the direct leptons, leading to an erroneous

Modes

V A's

Total
efficiency

~ 7%

- 70%

~ 40%

Comments

Ks — It+TT-, TT0Tr"

Table V 3: Reconstruction efficiency estimated for some interesting final states.
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Figure V 6: The reconstructed invariant mass for the final state J/v Ks- The shaded background
is essentially due to B0 — .//</> K5 V0.

V
v

a) b)

Figure V.7: Semileptonic 6 quark decay diagrams.

tagging. Fortunately the momentum distribution of the direct leptons is different from the one
generated in the cascade 6 — c — t as can be seen in the figure V.9. Using the cut Pf > 1.1 GeVIc
(P/ is the momentum of the lepton in the T(4S) center of mass), about 50% of the direct lpptons
are kept with a purity of 96%. The final tagging efficiency using leptons is thus about 10%.

5.3.2 The hadronic B decays.

The cascade 6 — c — s shown in figure V.8 could be used as a tagging method. Indeed, the
charge of the s(s) quark is the same than the charge of the b(b) quark, and therefore if the s quark
produces a charged kaon, its charge should have the same sign than the charge of the initial b(b)
quark. Let us examine what are the other possibilities to produce s(s) quark which might lead to an
incorrect tagging. We have shown in figure V. 10 some diagrams which contribute to final states with
several s[s) quarks. The diagram V.10b does not present any problem since all s quark have the
same charge. However this is not the case for the diagrams V. 10a and V. 10c which represent nbmit
10% and 5% of the 6 quark decays respectively. (n order to reduce these non-desired contributions,
it is necessary to observe all the charged and neutral kaons in i \e event. Only the events where
the total kaon charge is different to zero and where no Ks has been reconstructed will be kept.
It is clear that the efficiency of this method will be large if the detector acceptance is very good
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Figure V.9: Lepton momentum distribution from the B decays in the T(4S) center of mass.

(i.e. few charged particles missing) and if the particle identification is very good (i.e. very little
pions simulating kaons). If these two conditions are fulfilled, one obtains a large tagging efficiency
(î = 35%) with a purity of 90%. Thus using both the lepton and kaon tags, it is possible to get an
overall tagging efficiency of 44% with a purity of about 92%.

The next step is to measure the distance S: between the reconstructed B meson and the one
that has been tagged. It is obvious that this requires a very precise vertex detector. In addition, it
is necessary to minimized the amount of material in front of the first detection layer. An example of
such an apparatus, often discussed in various studies, could be made using several layers of silicon
detectors (figure V. 11V

The precision on A ; depends essentially on the intrinsic detector resolution (typically 10 urn)
and of the multiple scattering. The error on the position induced by this latter effect is

(T ~
0.015 flv/2/sinfl

J P sinfl
(V.11)
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a) b)

c)

Figure V. 10: Diagram producing several s{§) quarks in 6 decays.

Ct-
Vaccuum pipe

Detector

ZZL

Figure V.11: Conceptual design of the vertex region for measuring Az.

where R is the radial distance of the first measured point with respect to the interaction point and
L is the number of radiation length,̂ Y0, before the first measured point. The vacuum pipe, made
of lmm Beryllium, and the first layer of silicon 300 /Jm have a total thickness equivalent to about
6 10~3 X0. In Eq. V.11, P,0 and 8 are the momentum of the incident particle in GeV/c, its velocity
and its polar angle respectively. With R ~ 2.5 cm, the resolution on Az is about 70 fim (fig. V. 12).

The sensitivity of the measurement of the unitarity triangle angles is:

<r2(sin2$) ~
.V

( l -2w)~ 2 e (V.12)

where

.V is the total number of reconstructed and tagged events.

<V = 2 x NBaW xcrx Ua9 x Br (B0 — / ) (V.13)

Here, ;Vflog^ is the number of B0B" pairs, fr and ctag are the reconstruction and tagging
efficiencies respectively and Br(B" — f) is the branching fraction of the studied final state.
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, x = ^ 2 - = 0.67 ± 0.09 for SJ mesons.

• d is an eventual dilution factor depending of the final state. Its value is 1 for CP eigenstates.

• -f is the background over signal ratio.

• -j is the fraction of wrong tagged B mesons.

• a ( p y ) is the error on Ac divided by the average distance between the vertices of the recon-

structed and tagged B.

By using the numerical values of the parameters in Eq. VMl, one finds <7(sin2J) ^ 0.06 for the decay
B — LKS with 10° T(4S) produced. This resolution has been verified by using a full simulation of
the detector and with Monte-Carlo events as shown in the figure V. 13 .

Measured Proper Time Distribution

•400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400

Figure V. 12: The resolution on the distance
A; from the simulation of a vertex detector.

Figure V. 13 : Decay probabilities for the
reaction B — v-'Ks as a function of the

proper time using a full detector simulation.

We show in the table V.4, the different decay modes which can be used for measuring the angles
of the unitarity triangle.

We give in Tables V.5 and V.6 the expected errors on sin2o and sin2d if the channels allowing
to measure the same angle are summed up.

The errors that are obtained are visualized in the figure V. 14 where we have shown the anticipated

improvement of the constraints due to the measurements of and to the B0 - B0 mixing.

Taking the central values for the angles of the unitary triangle given in Eqs III.29. a rather modest
integrated luminosity of 4 to 5 fb~l(about 2 months of running at an asymmetric B factory with
a peak luminosity of 3 x 1033Cm -1S"1) would be sufficient to measure sin 2a ^ 0 and sin 2 J ^ 0
at the 3(T level. However, being very conservative, the measurement of the minimum possible value



Modes

v K,

O1K3

D±D*

p±TT*

i'K3it"

v'K, j "

P+P'

Branching

fraction

4 x HT4

I x lu" 3

9 x LO"4

5 x U T 4

2 x LO"5

6 x LO"5

6 x LO-5

2 x LO"3

4 x LO"4

2 x 10"4

2 x lu" 3

5 x IO"5

Total

efficiency

3.0 x 10~2

(5.3 x l u " 3

6.8 x l u " 3

4.2 x l u " 3

0.29

0.19

8.8 x U)-'1

2.1 x l u " 3

1.3 x 10"2

3.Ox lu" 3

2.L x l u " 3

8.4 x 10-2

Background/

Signal

io-2

LO-2

io- l

LO

L O " 1

0.3

0.5

0.3

io-2

io-'

lu"3

10

N events

L00/6-1

~ L180

~ 620

- 6 0 0

- 2 0 0

~640

~ 1160

- 5 2 0

~ 420

~ 500

~ 6 0

~420

- 4 2 0

Measured

quantity

sin 2 3

sin 2 J

sin 2 J

sin 2 J

sin 2a

sin 2a

sin 2a

sin 2 3

sin 2 3

sin 23

sin 2 3

sin 2a

Table V.4: The expected number of reconstructed and tagged events which can be used for
measuring the angles J and a with an integrated luminosity of 100/6" l. The efficiencies include

the tagging and the branching fraction of the resonance decays which are used to reconstruct them.

for sin2£? (> 0.15) would require an integrated luminosity of 70 /6- 'using all the decay channels
studied in Tables IV.5 and IV.6.

Amongst the three angles of the unitarity triangle, the angle 7 is the most difficult to measure at
an asymmetric B factory. A promising method involves the decays of the B° meson into Df Klm)±

or Di"IT K± [60]. Unfortunately the energy at the T(4S) is below the threshold of S0Bf production
and one needs to run at the T(5S) where the cross section is about O.lné [~ 10 times smaller than
the Bd production rate at the T(4S)]. Therefore one is forced to study the decays B"d -* D0A.'?1"1 or
6 * — D 0 R * following the method discussed in Sections 4.1 . Because the branching fractions for
these decay modes are expected to be of the order of 10"5 and since one needs to observe the D"
decay into CP eigenstates to extract 7, the statistics for the interesting events will be rather limited
even with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb~l. A study has been carried out in details for the

Modes

d

<r(sin2a) 0

+ 7 T -

1

.091 0

fcirT

L

.062

P+P'

0.7

0.161

All

0.049

Table V.5: The expected errors on sin 2a
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Modes

d

<r(sin2J)

JIvKs

ip'Ks

\ciKs

I

0.045

Dm±D*

1

0.122

JIvKsV
U1KsV

Dm± D " *

Dm±D~*

0.7

0.105

All

0.040

Table V.6: The expected errors on sin '2/3

KEK project [61]. Their conclusion is that the angle 7 can be determined with an accuracy of 25"
over a wide range of values of 7 if the difference A in the strong phase [Eqs. IV. 15] is relatively high
(> 55J) and if the ratio of the amplitudes \A(B"d — D0 Ks)\/\A(B°d — ~D°KS)\ is larger than 0.25.
A better precison of about 15° or less can be achieved by studying the charged B meson decays to
the extend that \A(B+ — D°K+)\/\A(B+ — D»A r+)| is sufficiently large (> 0.2). However." this
last condition_may not be fulfilled because the amplitude B+ — D0K+ is colour suppressed whereas
the B+ — D0K+ amplitude is not. Therefore the ratio of the amplitudes is presumably < 0.1 and
the uncertainty on the angle 7 may well be twice as large.

6 Conclusion

The study of CP violation in the sector of the b quark is extremely promising. It should allow
one to test the consistency of the Standard Model for verifying that the non-conservation of the
CP symmetry is a fundamental property of the theory. We have seen that, among the various
possibilities, the most interesting mechanism is the one involving the interplay of the B decay and
the B°-B° mixing. Many interesting classes of events can be used. Although the simplest one is the
B decay into CP eigenstate, other decay modes may also be used with a slightly more complicated
analysis. Using all the decay channels discussed in these lectures, it would be possible to test the
consistency of the Standard Model in the sector of CP violation at an asymmetric e+e~ B Factory-
provided an integrated luminosity of 100/6"1 is accumulated. Should these tests fail, one would
have obtained the first and exciting evidence for new Physics.
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m, = 140 GeV/cz, Vcb = .045 ± .001

1.5 -

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

fB = 160 MeV 1

fB= 240 MeV
xd = .67 ±0.01

sin2P = .56 ±0.04

Figure V. 14: Anticipated experimental constraints for the apex of the unitarity triangle by-
assuming an integrated luminosity of 100/6" l . We have assumed a t quark mass of 140 GeV/c2 .

\Vrb\ = 0.045 ± 0.001, I Vuil/IKcil = 0.08 ±0 .01 , r d = 0.67 ± 0.01, sin 2a = 0.05 ± 0.05 and
sin2/i = 0.56 ±0.04. The indicated errors are those which are expected at an asymmetric B

Factory. For simplicity, we have transformed the error on sin 2a into the error on sin 27 by using
the relation 7 = 7r — a — /3. Clearly, should these values be measured, it would be an evidence for

the inconsistency of the Standard Model.
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